Mushroom Variations

A Mushroom Collection Expansion Pack

This Expansion Pack includes all the modifications required to crochet each of the mushrooms in the Mushroom Collection, or any of the variations:

- Red
- Blue
- Pink
- Green
- Yellow
- White
- Black

Note: This pattern is not available as an individual pattern; it is only available as part of the Expansion Pack.

A crochet pattern by June Gilbank

Simple-Shell Sea Turtle

A Simple-Shell Sea Turtle Expansion Pack

This Expansion Pack includes all the modifications required to crochet a Sea Turtle much more quickly, with simple arm and tail shapes.

A crochet pattern by June Gilbank

Gingerbread Girl

A Gingerbread Man Expansion Pack

This Expansion Pack includes all the modifications required to crochet a Gingerbread Girl with a hat and scarf.

A crochet pattern by June Gilbank

Mini Mammals 2

A Mini Mammals Expansion Pack

This Expansion Pack includes all the modifications required to crochet a Hamster, Gerk, and Kangaroo Rat.

A crochet pattern by June Gilbank